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This Is Erie
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We want you to try ERIE’S BEST WINGS with this $25.00 Gift Card to Odis 12 Bar & Grille! Winner Announced TODAY at 7:00pm! GOOD LUCK! #ThisIsErie
VIDEO: Students from Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School in Parkland, Florida, perform Rent's "Seasons Of Love" in honor of their theatre teacher, Melody Herzfeld, who was named the recipient of the 2018 Excellence in Theatre Education Award, presented by Carnegie Mellon.
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NEED A QUICK AND EASY $100?!? LIKE SHARE AND THEN MESSAGE US FOR DETAILS! WINNER ANNOUNCED TODAY AT 7:00PM SO DON'T WAIT!

Hypocrisy and Stupidity of Gun Control Advocates
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VIDEO: We're live at the #FillTheSteps event in Philly
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VIDEO: Students from Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School in Parkland, Florida, perform Rent's "Seasons Of Love" in honor of their theatre teacher, Melody Herzfeld, who was named the recipient of the 2018 Excellence in Theatre Education Award, presented by Carnegie Mellon.
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Access to a gun during a period of personal crisis is often the difference between life and death.

To Reduce Suicide in the U.S., Regulate Guns
A CDC report on suicide overlooks an important preventative strategy.
BLOOMBERG.COM

Moms Demand Action for Gun Sense in America

Educators: Help us fight the gun lobby's agenda of forcing guns into our K-12 schools and onto college campuses. Text EDUCATORS to 64433 to get involved.
VIDEO: Students from Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School in Parkland, Florida, perform Rent's "Seasons Of Love" in honor of their theatre teacher, Melody Herzfeld, who was named the recipient of the 2018 Excellence in Theatre Education Award, presented by Carnegie Mellon.
VIDEO: Students from Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School in Parkland, Florida, perform Rent’s “Seasons Of Love” in honor of their theatre teacher, Melody Herzfeld, who was named the recipient of the 2018 Excellence in Theatre Education Award, presented by Carnegie Mellon.
Maine Moms! Tomorrow, June 12, there is a primary election in our state. Here's the current list of men and women who have received the Gun Sense Candidate distinction and pledged to support gun safety in Maine: Tiffany Bond / US House / District 2 Craig Olson / US House / District 2 Lucas St. Clair / US House / District 2 Zak Ringelstein / US Senate Adam Cote / Governor Donna J. Dion / Governor Mark Dion / Governor Mark Eves / Governor Diane Russell / Governor Betsy Sweet / Governor Michele...

While a child in Florida was shot every 17 hours, Adam Putnam issued 268,000 concealed firearms permits without background checks. Why? To suck up to the #NRA and prove he will sell out to them at any cost. Which he proudly brags about doing.

VIDEO: Students from Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School in Parkland, Florida, perform Rent's "Seasons Of Love" in honor of their theatre teacher, Melody Herzfeld, who was named the recipient of the 2018 Excellence in Theatre Education Award, presented by Carnegie Mellon.
Students are planning a "die-in" on the U.S. Capitol lawn tomorrow to honor Americans who have been killed or wounded in mass shootings since the Pulse massacre two years ago.

National Die-In Day 2018: What to Know About the Student-Led Protests

Youth-led protests in Washington, D.C., and across the country mark the second anniversary of the Pulse...

Until the NRA tells the full truth about its Russia connections, Americans will wait for the next shoe to drop and wonder what the gun lobby is hiding.

Web of elite Russians met with NRA execs during 2016 campaign

While Russian cyber operatives unleashed an attack on the U.S. elections in 2015 and 2016, National Rifle...
The real story of the Tony Awards was this powerful performance of “Seasons of Love” by the Parkland students that left the audience devastated both at the venue and watching at home. WARNING - Have tissues handy when you watch this.

Watch Parkland Students Bring Down the House With Surprise Tonys Performance

"We all want the same thing. To be heard. To tell our truth. To make a difference. And to be respected."...

Let's say it again, louder for those in the back: GLOCKSUCKERS ARE AS INCOMPETENT AS THEY ARE BATSHIT CRAZY!

GOP Pol Hit Over Report Florida Ended US Gun Background Checks for a Year

News of "this could cause an embarrassment to the agency." Adam Putnam, Florida's Agricultural...

We were proud to march in Birmingham's Pride parade last night! #DisarmHate
A Boston woman who was paralyzed by a stray bullet as a toddler graduated high school last week: "I'm definitely not just the 3-year-old who got shot. I'm my own woman now."

Girl paralyzed by stray gunfire as toddler in Dorchester set to graduate high school

Web of elite Russians met with NRA execs during 2016 campaign. NRA representatives and Russian officials dined together multiple times in Moscow during the 2016 election, a new report from McClatchy reveals. The news comes amid the Justice Department's reported investigation into whether Russian banker Alexander Torshin illegally funneled money to the NRA to contribute to its record-breaking campaign expenditures in support of Donald Trump. Besides Torshin, NRA officials also met with...
during 2016 campaign

While Russian cyber operatives unleashed an attack on the U.S. elections in 2015 and 2016, National Rifle...

SACBEE.COM

March on Washington for Gun Control

Last night Melody Herzfeld of the Stoneman Douglas High School faculty accepted the Tony Award for Excellence in Theater Education.

Moms Demand Action - MO

Seven people - including a 4-year old boy - were shot over the weekend in Kansas City. Most of the shootings occurred during daylight hours in crowded places.

Weekend shootings in busy, public places in Kansas City area leave 1 dead, 6 injured

On Sunday, June 10, 2018, police in the Kansas City area were investigating shootings over the weekend at...

KANSASCITY.COM

Campaign to Close the Gun Show Loophole

WASHINGTON, D.C! JOIN @NationalDieIn #NationalDieInDay June 12 #GunReformNOW
Let's elect Gun Sense Candidates who will advocate for stronger gun laws. Get registered to vote or update your existing voter registration: Text REGISTER to 644-33.
There is a common theme here. The federal government has refused to deal with the issue of loss of life. They say the right things and they tweet the right things, but they are clearly not interested in trying to save young people’s lives in America.” - Boston Mayor Marty J. Walsh

Mayor urges witnesses to early morning shootings to come forward - The Boston Globe

“It’s hard to do an investigation of a situation, an incident like that, where there [are] clearly...
The NRA says the solution to gun violence is not more gun control legislation, but proper enforcement of existing laws. Adam Putnam issued more than 200,000 concealed carry permits without doing mandatory background checks. Where are the calls for his resignation, NRA - National Rifle Association of America?
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"U.S. investigators want to know if relationships between the Russian leaders and the nation's largest gun rights group went beyond vodka toasts and gun factory tours, evolving into another facet of the Kremlin's broad election-interference operation."
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